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Presidential election ISFiT
2025
Decision protocol

1. The meeting is in session
The meeting is in session at 19:08.

2. Approval of the agenda
There will be no artistic performances during the meeting.

The agenda was approved with acclamation.

3. Information from the board
The board wants to inform Storsalen of the following.

This saturday there will be a demonstration for the climate crisis in the world. The
demonstration will start at the town hall and here at Samfundet. At Samfundet
there will be possible to attend a climate café and Samfundsmøte: Klimakrise
where Norway's role in the global crisis will be addressed.

Astri, the new leader at Samfundet, is putting together her board. If you are
interested in working with student politics and creating an arena for discussion,
the last chance to send an application is tonight.

The board has nothing else to inform you about.

4. Political five

5. Introduction by Åse Håtveit

6. Opening speech

7. Questioning of the candidates
The candidates are asked four quick statements where they will answer by
holding up a red or a green paper.



- ISFiT25 will recruit more participants than ISFiT23
- The final product is more important than the process
- ISFiT25 should result in the participants taking a form of action, not just

having dialogue and debates.
- The culture program is for participants first, and students in Trondheim

second.

Question that the candidates have been able to prepared for:

- Why are you running for president of ISFiT25?

Questions from the audience

1. Katja Brødholt: Who is the cultural program for? And why?
2. Lea Longva: We have recently elected a new leader at Samfundet who

wants to be more political. Where does ISFiT stand here?
3. Anna Vindenes: Is there anything specific you want to change in ISFiT 25?
4. Frederick Nilsen: I want to hear more about you. What is your most

polarizing and personal political opinion?
5. Runar Johnsen: How will you work  to get volunteers? And What will you

do to include them and make fewer people leave their position in ISFiT?
6. Leon Benkert: What is ISFiT? How will ISFiT change?
7. Camilla Dahl Øyan: UKA is well known, maybe more known than ISFiT. Do

you think ISFiT should have a set graphic profile, like UKA, that only has
smaller changes between the festivals?

8. Astri Elgethun: How will you make sure all the volunteers feel included at
Samfundet?

9. Lars Ingar Tutturen: How will you work to make ISFiT seen, and make
people want to volunteer in ISFiT instead of other organizations?

10. Christian Vigerust: How will you make ISFiT commit more to sustainable
goals? How will ISFiT be more sustainable in general?

8. Break

9. Questioning of the candidates
Questions from the audience

1. Gaël Peebles-Christensen: How will you resolve the issues related to ISFiT
being for everyone?

2. Lars Martin Hammer: You are going on the Berlin trip with the board. Two
of them get into a fight. How will you try to resolve the issue between to of
your board members?

3. Åsmund Hunderi Stemland: How can ISFiT change to accommodate as
many students as possible even though they have to work on the side?

4. Kari Johanne Sørensen Bøckmann: Are you willing to move ISFiT if the ski
world championship is set to the same dates?

5. Guro Sætre: What was your favorite event in ISFiT-23? What is your dream
event in ISFiT-25?



6. Ina Marie Kvithyll: Why should we vote for the other person and the other
candidate’s theme?

7. Thomas Gjedebo: What role does the Student peace prize have in
ISFiT-25?

8. Kim-Iver Blindheimsvik: Where do you stand on having external sponsors
of the festival? Would you consider cooperation with large companies as
Equinor?

9. Gina Aarheim: Do you want to make any changes to the organization?
10. Åse Håtveit: You will recruit a new board. What kind of people are you

looking for in your board?

10. Closing speech

11. Voting

12. Break

13. Results of the election
The election has following results:

NAME NUMBER OF VOTES PERCENTAGE

Aurora Kolstad 72 58,1%

Martin Støldal Gjervan 50 40,3%

Blanc 2 1,6%

TOTAL 124 100%

Congratulations to the President of ISFiT 2025, Aurora!

14. Round two of the election: Questioning

15. Round two of the election: Voting

16. Round two of the election: Results

17. Singalong: Nu klinger

18. Any other business
18.1 The ISFiT foundation says congratulation.

18.2 The board of ISFiT-23 are excited, congratulations to Aurora and Martin!

18.3 The board of communication congratulates Aurora, go big or go home!

18.4 UKA-23 congratulates Aurora on the victory. Hope we can continue the great
collaboration between the festivals

18.5 Language congratulates and gives a gift



18.6 The student parliament congratulates Aurora and Martin on the election

18.7 Fotogjengen congratulates Aurora.

18.8 Astri congratulates on behalf of the future board at Samfundet.

18.9 The board at Samfundet congratulates on the election

18.10 The economic team from ISFiT congratulates. Submit your refunds from
ISFiT-23, this is the last chance to get a refund.

18.11 Martin congratulates Aurora, thank you for the election.

18.12 The student Peace prize-23 congratulates.

18.13 Regi congratulates Aurora. Looking forward to working with ISFiT.

18.14 Workshop ISFiT-23 congratulates Aurora. Studentmediene gratulerer.

18.15 Næjla: I morgen er det gratis lunsj på prat med høyesterettsdommer.

19. Meeting critics
19.1 Gaël: It would be nice to see all the votes, blanc and percentages.

20. The meeting is adjourned
Una is thanking everyone who has made this election possible, especially the
candidates! Thank you to the audience and everyone who has asked a question or
said something today.

The meeting is set at 21:57

_________________________                                            _________________________

Leader of the meeting Secretary of the meeting

UNA ONSRUD ANNIKA B. VIGSNÆS TAULE


